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A REMARK ON MEROMORPHIC SOLUTIONS OF

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

SH. STRELITZ

Abstract. The following assertion is proven. Suppose the functions F, P, Q

of the differential equation F(z, w, w', w(',)) = P(z, w)/Q(z, w) to be

polynomials of all their corresponding variables. If the considered equation

has a transcendental meromorphic solution in \z\ < oo, then Q(z, w) does

not depend on w. An example of possible applications is stated.

We would like to recall the following problem which has been widely

investigated in the analytic theory of differential equations: to find, if

possible, all differential equations of a given form which have solutions of a

given class; for example: to find all first order differential equations of the

form>>' = f(x, y), where f(x,y) is a rational function of x and.y, and every

solution of which is a transcendental meromorphic (entire) function (known

complete result: the Riccati (linear) equation y' = y2 + p(x)y + q(x) (y' =

p(x)y + q(x)) which alone has the required property [1], [4]).

This note deals with a question of this kind.

We consider the differential equation

(1) F(z, w,w',..., wM) = P(z, w)/Qiz, w),

where F, P and Q are polynomials of all their corresponding variables. Our

main result is contained in the following assertion.

Theorem. Suppose the polynomials Piz, w) and Qiz, w) to be mutually

prime. If there exists a transcendental meromorphic solution of equation (1) in

the finite z plane, then Qiz, w) does not depend on w.

We would like to propose an application of this theorem: an equation of

the form

(2) win) = Piz,w)/Qiz,w)

with polynomials P and Q can have a transcendental meromorphic solution

only if Q iz, w) does not depend on w, that is, (2) must be of the form

(3) w{n)=Piz,w)

where P(z, w) is a polynomial of w and a rational function of z. Very simple

considerations show that
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w(">=P(z,w)="ia,(zK
7 = 0

with rational aj(z),j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ai (some a.j(z) may be identically zero). If

we require the existence of a transcendental entire solution of (2) then

i

wM = P(z,w) = ^ aj(z)wJ = ax(z)w + a2(z).

/-0

We omit the corresponding considerations which are almost trivial in the case

of a meromorphic solution. In the case of an entire solution the Wiman-

Valiron relations [5] (see also (1.2)) can be used.

1. Proof of the Theorem. In the following we use the notation 0 (x) (0 and x

may be complex) for a function defined on a corresponding set H with the

property

(1.1) xN0(x)       -+       0
x—»oo, x&H

for every constant real N.

Suppose w(z) is a transcendental meromorphic solution of equation (1) in

the finite complex plane |z| < oo. The proof of the Theorem is a consequence

of the following assertion.

Lemma. Suppose Q(z, w) of (I) depends on w. Then there exists an infinite set

of points {f} with z = oo as limit point such that

(2.1)       o(t)^P(t,w(t)) = 0(n,   «(Í) = ß(f, *«■))-•(£)•

We will now show how the proof of the Theorem follows from the Lemma.

Let

(3.1) Vj{z) = I Ajnz^-"y%       j=l,2,...,X,
n = 0

(4.1) *7(Z) = f V('>~")A>       7 = L 2, . . . , p,
n = 0

be correspondingly all the solutions of the algebraic equations P(z, w) = 0

and Q(z, w) = 0; here qp Sj > 0, p}, and i, are integers. In order to solve the

equation P(f, w(f )) = a(l) we write it in the following form:

(5.1) n ho - 9,(0) = °(n-
7=1

Then denoting

HO - <P*(0| = .    min    >(0-<P,(0|,
J — I, 2., . . . , A

we obtain

Ko-<p*(or<HO|>
whence the solution of the considered equation
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(6.1) w(0 = »•(£) + 0(f)

where <p*(z) coincides with one of the functions tpjiz) of (3.1), j depending on

f. Similarly we also get

(7.1) w(O = **(O + 0(O

where ^*(z) is one of the functions ^(z) of (4.1), j depending on f, as the

solution of the equation Qi$, w(f)) = w(f)- Thus w(f) is the solution of the

system (2.1) and therefore

(8.1) <p*(0- *•(£)-*(£)•

The number of the functions <p,(z) and ^,(z) is finite. Consequently, there

is an infinite subset of points {£*} G (f} for which <p*(z) and ^*(z) coincide

with two functions <pa(z) and ^(z), where a and /? are constant. The equality

(8.1) according to (3.1) and (4.1) now gives us

CO

(9.1) <?„(?*) - *„(?*) = s K„r0,°-n)/i° - v<''->/*) = »(r).
n = 0

In view of the conditions of the Theorem, the polynomials Piz, w), Qiz, w)

are mutually prime and thus the system

(10.1) P(z,w) = 0,       Qiz,w) = 0

has only a finite number of solutions. Hence also the equation

(11.1) <p«(^)-*^) = o

has only a finite number of solutions and

?>.(*) - */,(*) = 2 C,zO-">"m 0,
n = 0

where C0 ¥= 0,p and <? are certain numbers. From (9.1) now follows

c0 = ii-roii))r-p/"9in^oo.

But the last relation is impossible. The contradiction thus obtained proves the

Theorem: Qiz, w) does not depend on w.

We still have to prove the Lemma. Although, as we will see, the idea of the

proof is very simple, it requires relatively many computations which may

seem a little boring, but, alas, we do not know any other proof.

In the following we establish the correctness of the Lemma.

2. The proof of the Lemma and thereby, as we have shown in the previous

section, of the Theorem, is based on the following simple remark: If wiz) is a

transcendental meromorphic solution of (1), then obviously each zero of the

function Qiz, wiz)) is a zero of P(z, wiz)) too. This means that the function

Qiz, wiz)) has only a finite number of zeros, because according to the

conditions of the Theorem the system (10.1) has only a finite number of

solutions. Let
m

(1.2) Qiz,w)=l\Qjiz,w)
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be the decomposition of Q(z, w) into irreducible polynomials. Our

considerations above show that every ß,(z, w(z)) has only a finite number of

zeros and therefore for each ß,(z, w) which depends on w, we have

(2.2) Qj(z,w(z))=pJ(z)/ylj(z)

where p}(z) is a polynomial and tj.(z) is an entire transcendental function.

Suppose Qx(z, w) depends on w. Denote

Px(z) - p(z),     T,,(z) =  T)(Z),     p(z)/t/(z) = U*(Z).

We will now show that the set of maximum points f where

(3.2) |n(0|=max|r,(z)| = A/(r),        \t\= r,
\z\ = r

is the set {O required by the Lemma. Evidently,  •

(4.2) S"p(S)MS) - !"»•(!) - *(0>
because r¡(z) is an entire transcendental function and therefore [3]

In M (r)
(5.2) lim   —:- = oo.

/•-»oo       in r

The solution of the equation

(6.2) ßi(f. *(*))-«•«".)

is given by the function (7.1), where ^*(z) is the corresponding function of

the set (4.1). Let Q¡(z, w) be mutually prime to Qx(z, w), a polynomial of the

decomposition (1.2). Then assuming

m,      n,

(7.2) a(*.*0 = 2 2 4ÍW,
/=0 k = 0

we get, in view of (4.1), (6.1) and (4.2),

ô,(?.vv(0) = 2 2 «£/V(**(£) +*(0)*
/ = 0 /t = 0

(8-2) = S i 4?r[**(o]*+ «(o
/ = 0 AC=0

= >i,.(i + 0(i))r' + ö(o,

where ^,. (it can also be A¡ = 0) and y¡ are constants. Hence according to (8.2)

and (4.2), we get

m

e(í,"(o)= n ß, (£,*(£))
(9-2) 7 = 1      m

= "*(o n [(/ + o(i))Ajpj] + 0(o = «no-
7 = 2
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Thus we have established the second equality of (2.1).

3. Definition. A set E of points on the axis r > 0 is called of finite

logarithmic measure (f.l.m.) if fE dr/r < oo.

In order to complete the proof of the Lemma we still have to establish the

first relation of (2.1). We begin with the evaluation of the derivatives Tjw(f ).

The Wiman-Valiron theory (see for example [5]) asserts that the inequalities

(1.3)       \n°\S)\ < Mir)ln*x + a)Mir),    \¡¡| = r,       j=l,2,...,p,

hold for every constant a > 0, with integral p and all r possibly outside a

sequence Eia,p) of intervals on the axis r > 0 of f.l.m. From (6.2) we obtain

^(f)-[/(f)A(0]"--^V(f) + ̂ .

and because of (1.3),

K(f)i <\p'in/vin\ +\p(nMn\tol+aM(r)

CmßMir)
=[\p'ío/pío\ + \nx+aMir)]\pin/vin\ <  M(r)

= 9ir),       ri£E(a,p),

where C > 0 and ß > 0 are certain constants which do not depend on r (we

have used here (5.2)).

It is easy to prove successively in the same way as above that

(2.3) «**(*)-#(f),    |f|É£(«,/>),      j=\,2,...,p.

We omit the details for the sake of brevity.

Our next aim is to evaluate the derivatives w(k\l), k = 1, 2, . . . , n. For

this purpose we intend to find asymptotic expressions for the partial der-

ivatives Q'XziÇ, w(f)) and £?{„,(£, w(O). First we remark that, since the

polynomial Qxiz, w) is irreducible, the system of equations

(3-3) e,(z,w) = 0,       (?,'(*, w)-0

has no more than a finite number of solutions. We now substitute in (7.2)

z = f and w = w(f ) = **(f ) + 0(f). Then in view of (4.2) and (6.2), we get

(4.3) e,(wn) = 0(n-
The same considerations which brought us from (7.2) to (8.2) now show that

eu?.H'(n) = ö1(i + o(i))ri + ö(n,

ôU^vv(n) = /j2(i + O(i))r + 0(f),

where vx, v2, Dx and D2, in general, depend on f but are numbers belonging to

a certain finite set which is independent of f (it seems appropriate to recall

that ¥*(0 coincides always with one of the expansions (4.1), which is

possibly different for different f ). We will now show that for large enough f,

D2 ^ 0. Indeed suppose our proposition is wrong for an infinite sequence
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fn -» oo. Then w(f ) would satisfy the following system of equalities:

(6.3) Qx (?„, *(?„)) = 9(S„),        Q'Xw(Sn, w(t„)) = 0(t„).

But (3.3) has no more than a finite set of solutions and (6.3) is analogous to

(2.1). Then the same considerations we used proving the Theorem as a

consequence of the Lemma will prove now that the system (6.3) is contra-

dictory too. Thus D2 =*= 0. From (6.2) and (2.3) it immediately follows that

outside the set E(a, 1) of f.l.m.,

"'(O-ßu(WO)     -ö,

ßlw(i.w(f)) ^2

|?|££(a, 1),

whence in view of (4.2) and (5.3), we get

w'(0 = L,(l + a(l))^'+ 0(0

with some bounded L, = L,(f) and ßx = ßx(C). Going on with analogous

computations we can find consecutively without difficulty that

(7 3)        *W(f>-40+ *0))fA+ •(*).

ac = 0, 1,2, ...,«,    |f|g?£(a,Ai),

where Lk and ^ are corresponding numbers.

4. We are now able to complete the proof of the Lemma. Coming back to

equation (1) we remember that F(z, w, w', . . . , vvw) is a polynomial.

Suppose

F(z, w,w',..., ww)

(1.4)

2 «„v2...//7vv'o(w')"-.-(w(">)\
j+i0+i¡+ ■ ■ ■ +/„ = 0

Then according to (7.3), evidently

F(w($), W(f),..., w<">(0)

(2.4)        =       ¿       <w,..c(i + í(i))tyní»ftt + í(r)
7 + 'o+'i+ ■ ■ • +4,-0 A: = 0

= (1 + O(1))L^ + 0(O,       \S\$E(a,n),

with some bounded L = L(f) and /? - /3(f)- From (1), (2.4) and (9.2) we

finally obtain

P($, w(t)) = F(f, w(0, H>'(0, • • - , w(">(0)

= [(1 + o(l))Lî" + 0(O]0(O = *(0>       |í|«£(o,/i).

Hence the Lemma, and thereby the Theorem, is proven.
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